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Akashic Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Simon Tofield (illustrator). Paperback. 240 pages.
Dimensions: 8.1in. x 6.4in. x 0.7in.Tofields cartoons stand tallhilarious, loving observations of a
privileged and bossy housecatWhat elevates Tofields simple but expressive line drawings above the
large litter of competing kitties is his keen grasp of cartoon physics and comedy cat antics. With a
pitch-perfect pen, he captures the simple, realistic acrobatics of cats tumbling with toys or
gracefully stretching out in the sun, and chronicles their adventures in pantomime stripes that pit
them against household objects, their owner, and each other. Cat owners and aficionados will have
several delighted Yes, cats really do that! reactions reading this. --Publishers Weekly (review)Simons
Cat in Kitten Chaos is the third book in a series of print cartoon books tied to Tofields Simons Cat
YouTube channel, which has more than 30 of his charmingly illustrated cat cartoons. --Publishers
Weekly (feature)The phenomenon that is Simons Cat has hit an all time high! The YouTube videos of
the cartoon feline have reached 200 million views online, and the latest film, which is currently both
the No. 1 Most Liked and Most Viewed film on YouTube, received a million views in just two days....
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It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD

The most e ective pdf i possibly study. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to be transform when you
total reading this book.
-- Chr istop Fer r y-- Chr istop Fer r y
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